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Salone del Mobile – This year you can find us at PAV.: 2 |
STAND B19 - C18 from 7 to 12 June our stands will have
3 main divisions that will be divided into Covet House,
Caffe Latte and for the first time we are introducing
Covet Collection.
We created very unique and distinctive scenarios across
our stand, a stand that truly represents our essence and
what we try to communicate every day to our clients, it
really is a stand made for every taste.
Whether you looking for a more clean, modern or a more
extravagant ambiance you will find it in our stand. 
With the new design editions offered we can represent
even better the expression of a house.
Let´s take a look at the main areas of our stands and try
and get a little taste of our brands history and where they
are heading for.
 

 
 

 

DOWNLOAD HR IMAGES

CLICK IN THE BUTTON TO BROWSE OUR PRESSLOFT GALLERY

PLEASE, CREDIT ALL USED IMAGES IN YOUR PUBLICATION WITH COVET HOUSE OR COVETHOUSE.EU

https://www.pressloft.com/app/press-office/covethouse/collections/13886


The galleria will feature some of the new collection pieces
from Covet Collection that include the Ancud armchair, the
Slater center table, Dovedale center table, the Sarsen
armchair, Fractal logo armchair, Pentagon stool and the
Linear console, that features designers such as PTANG
studio and Luis Mercader.

This will be the area where for the first time our most recent
collections will be displayed, so make sure you don´t miss the
opportunity to see our new collections firsthand.
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Armchairs | Sarsen Armchair by Covet Collection

Sarsen Armchair, by Covet Collection, is a superb textured single tone boucle upholstery, characterized
by its detailed stitching. Finally, adding the sublime granite stone, which brings a one-of-a-kind and
luxurious touch. This contemporary designed piece follows the same inspiration as the Sarsen family,
where Sarsen stones are sandstone blocks that may be found in large quantities in the United Kingdom.
These are the stones used in the ancient and enigmatic Stonehenge. For a modern and minimalistic look,
fabrics with stone-like hues and a clean and streamlined design were chosen for the armchair.

1.

Center tables | Dovedale center table by Covet Collection

Dovedale Center Table, by Covet Collection, has two different carved hardwood legs, the modern center
table masterfully unifies the main characteristics from the collection, the granite stone with a tempered
glass top, emerging a contemporary designed coffee table. The Dovedale Stepping Stones are a beautiful
feature in the Peak District and a declared National Nature Reserve of UK

2.

Center tables | Slater center table by Covet Collection

Slater Center Table, by Covet House, consists of exactly four slates of Patagonia marble merged with
refined metal champagne. Leveled in different dimensions to give a natural, organic vibe, expertly
crafted. This amorphic center table gathers its name from the art of creating thin sheets of rock.            

3.

Armchairs | Ancud armchair by Covet Collection

Ancud Armchair, by Covet House, is upholstered in a deep green velvet fabric that resembles the plant
life found in the fields of the city, with a capitoné finish that replicates the sensation of the terrain’s
various altitudes. Ancud, known for its lush vegetation and vibrant vistas, has one of the most beautiful
landscapes in the world, which could only serve as the inspiration for this gorgeous armchair. A nice
complement for the Ancud Sofa.

4.
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Armchairs | Fractal logo armchair by Luis Mercader

A fractal is a never-ending pattern which repeats itself in loop. This elegant leather armchair rises from
the beauty of chaos as a strong character            

Stools | Pentagon stool by Luis Mercader

Shaped as a pentagon, which is the symbol of human microcosm, perfection and individuality, this leather
stool combines polished stainless steel and black glossy lacquer to make a statement in virtually any
room design.

Consoles| Linear console by Luis Mercader

The very definition of elegant luxury. Simple in form, yet luxurious in materials and details, this marble
and polished stainless steel console is a must-have in modern luxurious interiors.
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The living room was designed and created for Caffe Latte, where it will feature pieces like
the Moka dining chair, Cassia modular sofa, Breve II dining table, Evaluna armchair, Odisha
center table and the Altura mirror.

This area will be dedicated to Caffe Latte a brand that got as all used to its neutral tones
and modern design, a perfect fit for every house.
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3.

Dining chairs | Moka dining chair by Caffe Latte

Moka Dining Chair is a simple yet refined chair that can be featured on an endless array of settings and match
an infinite number of styles, from a contemporary project to modern interior design, without being too
discreet. Solid woods and vellutino fabrics make this minimal design a must in any dining room.

Sofas | Cassia modular sofa by Caffe Latte

Cassia Modular Sofa, by Caffe Latte, is the perfect addition to your modern living room. With a hue of brown
inspired in the Cassia cinnamon, this ultra-comfortable sofa contains an upholstered back and seating, with
symmetric shapes for a chic look. A rearrangeable sofa, that’s both chic and cozy.

1.

3.

1.

Armchairs | Evaluna armchair by Caffe Latte 

One of the many varieties of arabica coffee, Evaluna is known for its vigor, root strength, and flavor. This
armchair is all that and even more, with a wide and elegant foot, that perfectly complements the design of the
upholstery used in the arms, seating, and back. Clean lines define the armchair as a modern piece,
complemented by a play of both textures and fabrics. 

2.
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Dining tables | Breve II dining table by Caffe Latte

Breve II Dining Table is also very versatile, where you can choose a white olimpic marble as the main finish, to
provide a richer and even glamorous look. Breve is a strong coffee-based espresso drink mixed with steamed
half-and-half milk. So, just like the exciting drink, the Breve I Dining Table serves the same amount of glamour
and flavor to any dining setting. A bold and dramatic leg gives an appealing look to the table, by organically
mixing portoro marble with a chic brushed aged brass. The sleek and crafty round walnut top serves a modern
character to the table.

2.

1.
Mirrors | Altura mirror by Caffe Latte

A Mexican coffee designated Altura means that it was grown at high altitudes, creating a wonderful aroma, depth
of flavor, and pronounced sharpness. This tall mirror creates the same feelings in your living room or other areas.
With balanced and clean designed mirrors on both sides, and adaptability with swivel panels for a different
experience each time. Sharp straight lines for a modern appeal and bronze mirror finishes for that subtle, yet
pronounced, chicness.
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Finally, we have the dining area where we will have present some of Covet House most
iconic pieces like the Metamorphosis dining table, Charla dining chairs, Monochrome
sideboard and the Robin mirror.

This area belongs to Covet House which features pieces from the various brands from our
group, this area really gives you a taste of how you can mix Covet House brands to make a
great dining room ambiance 
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Dining tables | Metamorphosis dining table by Boca do Lobo

Metamorphosis Dining Table was created in order to strengthen this unique concept. This luxury dining table has come to
symbolize the evolutionary history of life, representing the last stage of the cycle through the usage of sculpted fossils on
display at the top of the table. It also represents the effort made by our designers to question the existence of things, by
answering a simple question: “How can we define something as living?” According to Boca do Lobo’s quality signature,
Metamorphosis Dining Table embodies handmade techniques such as wood carving, metal cutting, and hammering, and
polishing, executed by some of the best craftsmen in the country. A unique product for those who have a peculiar taste for
limited edition pieces and conceptual designs.

1.

Dining chairs | Charla dining chair by Luxxu

Charla dining chair is a splendid object of boundless elegance. This marvelous design is the perfect example of timeless lines
with a modern twist, by using a complexity of luxurious materials, such as velvet, brass and lacquered wood

3.

Mirrors| Robin mirror by Boca do Lobo

By honoring the history of one of the best archers in English literature, this exquisite piece was given a strong visual texture
through the use of handmade nails, each one unique in their finishing, size, and character. The fish-eye mirror is supported
by a brass structure that turns ROBIN into one of the most emblematic pieces of the entire collection.

2.

Sideboards | Monochrome sideboard by Boca do Lobo

A demonstration of both imagination and strong design skills, the Monochrome console is a remarkable piece that stands out in
any room or setting. Perfect for living spaces grounded in contemporary style as they embrace careful craftsmanship, this
console expresses a leading edge outlook through its daring curvy shapes and gold tones.

4.



COVET COLLECTION keeps inspiring and creating new trends. 
 

WE CREATE. WE INSPIRE. WE DELIVER OUR VISION TO THE
WORLD. 

 
 
 
 

Please, credit ALL USED images with COVET HOUSEor www.covethouse.eu 
 

• NOTES TO EDITORS • 
For more information, projects, interviews, trends and high-resolution images, 

 
Please contact: 

ALEXANDRE VIEIRA | PRESS MANAGER 
Press and Public Relations 

press@covethouse.eu

TAG US IN YOUR ARTICLE / PUBLICATION. 
WE WILL SHARE IT. 

 
@covethouse_
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https://www.instagram.com/covethouse_/?utm_source=press_release_CVT_MidCenturyModer&utm_medium=press&utm_campaign=cvt_amartins_press

